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T SPEED-ACCURACY OPERATING CXARACTE 

RICHARD W. PEW 

Human Performance Center, University of Michigan, 
330 Packard Road, Ann Arbor, Mich., USA. 

An analysis of the relationship between speed and accuracy of performance 
under a wide variety of task conditions reveals a linear relationship between log 
odds in favor of a correct response and reaction time. This result is consistent 
!vith the conceptual logic of the statistical decision model of choice reaction time 
and suggests the definition of a speed-accuracy operating characteristic analagous 
to the receiver operating characteristic in signal detection. 

Emptical research on the relationship between speed and accuracy 
of performance in a reaction time setting has taken on a new importance 
in recent years for several rezksons. At the theoretical level, the research 
on models of choice reaction time (CRT) has found a congenial ap- 
proach in the statistical decision or random-walk model. (STONE, 1960; 

FITTS, 1966; EDWARDS, 19165). One of the most robust predictions of 
this kind of model is the existence of an orderly trade-off between s 
and accuracy of perforrl-ante. At the empirical level CRT experiments 
have always been plagued with problems of intercomparison because of 
the difficulty of maintaining constant error rates or of comparing CRTs 
when they were variable. Finally, at the applied level, the assessment of 
performance efficiency implies understanding the relative contribution 
of speed and accuracy to loverall efficiency. One frequently would like 
to ask, ‘How much time is an error worth?’ 

R. G. Swensso? of our laboratory is currently preparing a thorough 
review of the discrimination and CRT literature in which inferences 
concerning spe& vs. accuracy are definable. In this paper I would like 
to present some previously unanalyzed data on the topic that was col- 
leeted by Professor Fitts shortly before his untimely death in 1965 and 
to relate them to data from other experiments in which speed versus 
accuracy was an independent variable. FinaJy, I will include a preview 
of solme data collected by Mr. Swensson as a part of his doctoral thesis 

he direction of Dr. Ward Edwards that shed further light on the 
ies of t.he speed-accuracy trade-off. 
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22) in considering the speed-accuracy trade-off in dis- 
that, ‘Judgment or perception [should] grow 

in accuracy with the increase in time taken t.1 make it’ (p. 1). rasing 
he factors involved would gradually coalesce, 
ould be an increase in confidence with which 

the judgment would be made’ (p. 1). Although he had no formal models 
seology is certainly consistent with the statistical de- 

odels. It is from this perspective, that of the relation 
of decision and speed of response, that I ~:otAl like 

to consider the data on speed and accuracy of performance. 
If one takes ayes theorem as a model for the accumulation of evi- 

dence in a decision making context then one often finds that linear in- 
crements in the evidence in favcb? of a given hypothesis produce loga- 
rithmic increments in posterior odds, or relative confidence in or& 
decision. If the statistical decision model is relevant for studies of reac- 
tion time, then it seems a likely hy T should be correlated 
with relative confidence on a logarithmic scale. Since the data seem 
relatively orderly in these terms, I have chosen to plot log odds vs. IX 
where odds refers to t ratio of correct responses to errors (more for- 
mally the ratio of pr bility of correct to probability of incorrect re- 
sponding), IMa for a linear regression seems appropriate in these 
coordinates implies that logarithmic incr:ases in confidence are related 
to linear increases in response time. In t e two-ah-native case, log O& 

is merely a linear transformation of cl’-“, the measure that TAYLOR et al. 
(1967) showed to produce linear fits to the data of SCHOUTEN ad 
BEKKER (1967) on forced reaction time. 

2. THE DATA 

Fig. la shows data from two experiments involving drastically differ- 
ent experimental conditions. The first is the data of SCHCNJTEN and 
BEKKER (1967) using a method they refer to as forced reaction time in 
which they employ an auditory cue to constrain subjects to respond 
within a given interval of time. This plot shows the ratio of correct to 
error responses in a two-choice task conditional upon the obtained 
reaction times. With this technique they were able to obtain error rates 
ranging from ch.ance performance, corresponding to odds of 1 to 1, up 
to 3% error, corresponding to odds of 35 to 1. The data have been trun- 
cated over the region in which a trade-off was observed. 

Also shown in fig. la are thp &la from PACHELL,A and PEW (1968), 
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Fig. 1. The speed-accuracy operating characteristic for the data from 8 experi- 
me1zt3. (a) Data from SCHCWTE.N and BE- (1967) and from PA-A and 
PEW (1968). (b) Data collected by Fit&. (c) Further data from Fit& (d) Data 

col!lected by Swensson. 

task consisted of responding to four lights with four fingers, the 
finger of ach hand. The four s could occur in 

ssibk combinations and the priate chord re- 
. In their experbent speed and accuracy of perfor- 

were maGpulated in two ways. Usi the procedure devdo 
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tillle was defin 
ses into fast 8r slow. time was used 

ule for fast vs. slow and correct vs. 
o ma~puIate the emphasis on spe 

) by changing the relative cost for 

two criterion ti 

la for each of three days 

ression analysis o 

No. of No. of Slope of 
alt. choices data pts. Correlation regression line 

Schouten and Bekker: 

Pachella and Pew: 
Day 1 
Day 2 
Day 3 

Fitts’ data: 
RU Wk. 1 

FK days 11-12 
BH days 9-12 
RS days 7-8 
RS days H-12 
CC days 7-8 
CC days 11-12 

Swensson’s data: 
EK days 32-62 

1s 4 0.98 16.0 
15 4 0.99 20.6 
15 4 0.99 20.8 

15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
4 
4 
4 
4 

2 

9 0.99 20.6 

29 

0.99 30.1 
0.96 25.6 
0.99 31.1 
0.98 33.3 
0.97 34,3 
0.99 30.8 
0.98 43.6 
0.96 27.7 
0.93 41.3 

0.94 49.1 

These curves appear to be roughly linear and there is an orderly shift 
in intercept with practice accompanied by a small shift in slope. :The 
correlations and the slope of the best fit regression lines are given in 
table 1.) Note that this linearity is maintained even though the various 
groups achieve improved efficiency in diffe ut ways. For example: 

few l(fast) criterion time, speed emphasis group (bottom set of 
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improved allmost entirely by increasing their accuracy with practice 
while the low criterion, accuracy group (second from bottom set) 
&proved almost entirely by responding faster. 

Surprisingly, the curves shown for the x.wo-alternative case of 
ghouten and Bekker are not inconsistent with those for this fifteen- 
alterpstive case. The difference appears to be accounted for almost 
entirely by a &if t in intercept. 

Professor Fitts was quite interested in the speed-accuracy trade-off. 
His last published paper (FITTS, 1946) represented his statement of the 
‘random walk’ statistical decision model and also demonstrated the 
usefulness of explicit payoff matrices for reducing the individual differ- 
ences that result from the usual ambiguous instructions to respond as 
rapidly and as accurately as you can. At the time he was also carrying 
out a series of experiments, almost case studies, that examined th 
speed-accuracy trade-off within individuals. I believe his purpose in COW 
ducttig these studies was largely methodological. He was first attempt- 
ing to determine whether manipulation of the relative values and costs 
for slow and correct versus fast and wrong responses would produce I 

rapid a.djustments in speed and accuracy within individual subjects. He 
was further attempting to find a set of payoff matrices that would produce 
a suitably wide range of error rates to make parametric studies possible. 
This series &gan with the study of subject RU. He wet ked with thca 
fifteen-alterrrative four-key reaction time task described above using the 
five sets of payoff matrix values shown in the first line of table 2. Each 
qalue in the table represents the number of points (later converted to 
money:) the subject won or lost if 111s response fell within a given ce 
of the matrix. For example, qhen subject RU, working with the S-1 
speed emphasis condition!, pro.1uced a response that was slower than the 
cti~erion time but correct, he lost eight points. The criterion time was 
adjusted from day to day so tl;at ayProximately 50 76 of his responses #. 
were faster than the critical tinje. His performnnir; averaged over t 
first week and over the second wt& or practice is shown in fig. lb. T 
dash=1 tines connect corresponding payoff nxtrices during each we 
This subjlect produced a narr#ower range of error rates during the seco 

than he did in the first week. 

Subject FK worked with another set of payoff matrices that were 
esigned2 to elicit a wider range of accuracies. His performance in the 

i “-alternative task for days 7 and 8 for days 11 and 12 are also shown in 
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TABLE 2 

Payoff matrices used in the Fitts studies of speed-accuracy trade-off. 

21 

Accuracy emphasis Speed emphasis 
Payoff condition 

A-3 A-2 A-l N S-l S-2 

R Fast-correct 

Fast-wrong 
Slow-correct 
Slow-wrong 

FK Fast-correct 
Fast-wron 
Slow-correct 
Slow-wrong 

BH Fast-correct 
Fast-wrong 
Slow-correct 
Slow-wrong 

RS and Fast-correct 
CC Fast-wrong 

Slow-correct 
Slow-wrong 

i-16 -l-lb fl6 
-12 - ;7 -6 
-_ 1 -4 -6 
-16 -16 -16 

+16 +I6 +16 
--20 ---I2 - 6 
-l-8 0 -6 
--24 -24 -24 

+16 3-16 +I6 
-16 -12 - a 
+4 0 -4 
-20 -20 -20 

-t-3 +3 -l-3 
_- 3 -- 2 -1 
-7 1 0 -1 
-- 4 -4 ---4 

+16 +16 
-4 -1 
-8 -12 
-16 -16 

i-16 $16 
0 f8 

-12 -20 
-24 -24 

+16 -l-16 
-4 0 
-8 -12 
-20 -24) 
_i I 3 +3 

0 I- 1 
-- 2 -3 
_- 4 -4 

fig. lb. Subject BW worked on the same 15-a ternatrve task under still 
another set of payoff matrices as given in table ‘i. Although for clarity 
his data are shown separately in fig. Ic, he is responding both more 
rapidly and more accurately than RU but produced a relatively small 
range of values of accuracy. IBoth BM and FK were run with criterion 
times adjusted to produce approximately 85 to 90 s fast responses. 
Finally, Ss RS and CC performed for 12 days with a four-alternative 
reaction time task, using the same four fingers but singly instead of in all 
combinations. Their payoff matrices are also shown in table 2. Because 
of the similarity of their performance, their data, pooled for days 7 and 
8 and for days 11 and 12, are split between fig. 1 b (RS) and fig. lc (CC), 
and it may be seen that both produced a substantially wider range of 
error rates. We don’t know whether this change in odds range is attri- 
butable to the scaled down payoff matrices used with these particular 
subjects or simply to individual differences among subjects. 

One final set of data is provided by R. G. Swensson from an as-yet 
unpublished experiment. In an attempt to test the EDWARDS (1966) 
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version of the stati4icaI decision model T. Swensson used a Ewo- 
ahernative reaction time task with uncertain warning intervals. 
duced an error penaIty an3. charged a uni cost for each increment in 
reaction time. When the stimuli were simply higMy disc&&able dia- 
gonal lines, and a variety of weights for speed and accuracy were te 
sip out of seven subjects exhibited no evidence of 
trade-off. Their performance was either at chance 
reaction time (3200 msec) or somewhat slower (~2 
very high level of accuracy. They shifted from one 
as a function of the relative costs and payoffs, but ne 
mediate error rates. 

In a follow-up study in which the stimuli were Wed rectangles having 
a Iength to width ratio that made them very difficult to discriminate, 
the same two strategies were observed: either the subject preprogram- 
med his responses, haIri chance accuracy and fast RTs, or he took longer 
and processed the stimulu; information. However, Sn the latter case with 
suitable payoff mani ulation is was possibIe to observe intermediate 
error rates in 3 out of 5 subjects and the linear trade between speed 
and accuracy shown for one subject in fig. Id was obtained. These data 
are taken after a minimum. of thirty days of practice and even though 
discriminability was low, this practice probably accounts for the ste 
slope of this curve. Note that while the slope is steeper than 
Schouten and Bekker data, the response time for corresponding Sf:rror 
rates is substantially longer, especially at low IeveIs of accuracy. 

Another interesting feature of Swcnsson’s low discriminabiIity data is 
that the intercept with chance performance (odds of 1.0) occurs at a 
substantially higher RT than is represented by the preprogramming 
stratqy (for the subject shown the intercept is 80 mse~ longer :ilan the 
average obtained RT with chance performance). The implication is that 
there is a residual decision time that is involved in the information 
seektig strategy over and above the incremental increases in RT asso- 
ciatmi with improved accuracy. It is as if a constant decision time is 
added to the overall latency of response when S chooses to make use of 
the -&imuIus information. Although this extra time may be taken in 
visual information processing or response selection activities, it is in 
addition to the residual delays associated with response execution or 

ulus detection since these activities are required even with the pre- 
programming strategy. 
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3. I)ISCUSSLON 

The observation that over a wide variety of tasks and a wide variety 

Of techniques for manipulating the relative emphasis on speed or accu- 
racy produces curves best described as linear on a plot of log odds 
versus reaction time provides reassurance that the negative correlation 
between s and accuracy is indeed a performance limitation 09” in- 
dividual subjects and not a task specific effect. 

generally linear trend holds regardless of the manner in 
or accuracy is manipulated argues strongly for the batsk 

ied in the statistical decision model. The curves shown 
may be thought of as the average path of the random walk process, a 
kind of Speed-Accuracy aperating Characteristic (S-A OC) that re- 
presents the average rate at which evidence accumulates. 

SCHOUWN and EKKER (1967) argue: (1) that speed-accuracy tra.de- 
off is a function of what S actually does and not what he is trying to 
do; (2) that such a finding is inconsistent with fixed boundaries in a 
statistical decision model; and (3) that a perceptual focussing model is 
an appropriate representation of the obtained relationships. The res&s 
presented here tend to support the notion that the trade-off depen&; on 
what S actually does, but these studies, employing a range of explicit 
payoffs, do suggest that S has a substantial degree of control over the 
level of speed or accuracy at which he chooses to operate. 

FITTS’ (1966: data argued for fixed criterioti boundaries although he 
referred to the possibility of adjusting those houndaries continuously on 
the basis of error feedback. Schouten and Bekker’s own datz, and the 
finding in many of the cases described here and elsewhere that the 
average RT for error responses is faster than that for correct responses 
favors the diffuse rather than strict control of the boundary. However, 
this certainty does uot refute the basic statistical decision concepts. 

Finally, it is true that the perceptual focussing hypothesis is tenable, 
but it incorporates no mechanism for defining the effect of exyhcit 
payoff structures on performance. These data show t -At error @on- 

straints and time constraints are F .,th effective in influencing S’s ope- 
rating point along the Speed-Accuracy Operating Characteristic. 

Although the data discussed her;* are relatively unsystematic and 
drawn from several different sources, it may be interesting to speculate 
about the variables influencing the two parameters: slope and intercept 
of the (S-A O(J). The slope is interpretable as .the time requ’lrti for a 
unit increase in confidence. The intercept is more difficult to interpret 
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since the lower bound on odds is set by chance performance, and chance 
p&ormance is at .a different level of odds depending on the number of 
alternative stimuli. Nevertheless, an operating characteristic 
where to the northwest of another one must represent better perfor- 
mance in terms of some decrease in response time for all points along 
the operating characteristic. 

Of those independent variables that may be examined here, practice 
appears tG WG~ the largest effect on the slope and intercept. In all but 
one case practice: kreases the slope and moves the intercept to the 
left. 0th these results seem intuitively appropr te. In statistical 
decision terms the rate of accumulation of evidence increazc qnd in 
addition the residual processing time is reduced as learning progresses. 

Although not shown here, Swerrsson has obtained evidence suggesting 
that the slope of the operating characteristic may be increas 
creasing the diffkulty of the required visual discrimination 
length to width ratio of two tilted rectangles). Since the statistical 
deckian model postulates the need for discrimination of t 
alternative even when the stimuli are visually distinct, Swensson’s result 
is also a confirnIation of the basic model. 

The slope of the Schouten and Bekker data (2 stimuli) is essentially 
the same as the Pachella and Pew data (15 stimuli). The data for FK 
(15 stimuli) haire a slope after 11-12 days of practice very similar to 
that of the RS <data and CC data (4 stimuli). This consistency of slope 
independent of the number of alternative stimuli may very well be a 
fottGtous result of the confounding of practice and individual differ- 
ences, but taking it at face value it is curious. A frequently suggested 
way to generahze the statistical decision model from the two-alternative 

n ;XO think of a test of the most likely alternative against all 
is results suggests tfla; these compari ns may be made in 

parallel ;522 the rate 0f 1.. ‘“4 up in relative con nce appears to be 
ent of the number of possible stimuli that must be tested. 

Clearly an experiment is needed that examines the role of these 
variables in a factorial design. 

FinaWyl, individual differences among subjects appear to have their 
primary effect in the intercept of the operating characteristic which 
also absorbs most of the variance in task characteristics, as might be 

cted. Individual differences appear to have an even larger effect 
r of stimuli in these experiments. 

Sitice none of these results is in conflict with the statist&l decision 
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model logic, although some fall outside its domain, it seems safe to 
conclude that one may argue about the nature of and accuracy of the 
decision criterion imposed by S, but the concept of S making a sequent- 
ial, statistical decision seems well supported in the context of speed- 
accuracy adjustment. 

From a methodological point of view these data suggest that if one 
wishes to compare information processing efficiency across a set of 
tasks, at the very Ieast it is appropriate to attempt to fix the error rate or 
to fix the response time and examine the error rate. A better procedure 
would be to regard the trade between speed and accuracy to be a para- 
meter and compare the slopes and the intercepts of the resulting Speed- 
Accuracy operating Characteristics. 

Returning to the practical level, it appears that in tasks which must 
be performed under time pressure, it is not meaningful to ask the 
question, ‘What is the cost in time of making an error?’ because the 
cost depends on the level of accuracy at which one is operating at the 
moment. An error saves more time at high levels of accuracy than at 
low levels. Rather one should ask, ‘How long does it take to increase 
the confidence of one’s judgment by a factor of IO or loo?’ 
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I)ISCUSSION 

Schouterz: Have you found any evidence of a shifting criterion during the serial 
experiments3 

pm: In these experiments we did not make any sequential analysis. In his tasks, 
Swensson indeed found a shift in strategy within a block of Gals. 

Rabbitt: In a two-choice task two classes of errors may be distinguished: (1) a 
class of errors which occurs beczuse the subject repeats his response that he 
should not; (2) a class of errors ghen he makes a new response when he should 
in fact repeat it. The difference between the mean RTs of correct responses and 
of errors is very much greater in tile second case (new response) than in the first 
case (repetition). 

Pew: If the decomposition of error distributions in these two ways is made, it 
might be found that the kind of functional relationship discusfed here does apply 
to non-repeats but does not apply to the case of repcats. 

Rabbitt: A repeat might very well be an impulsive guess, whereas a new response 
is a failure in accumulating evidence. 

Sanders: Would you expect considerable changes in the slope of the curve when 
the stimulus-response compatibility is varied? 

Pew: In a study of Fitts’ in which different tasks were used (2 alternative cases 
and 4 alternative cases) one of the variables was compatibility. It was found that 
the slope was steeper for the more compatible cases. 


